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WINNERS’Circle
MySupplies, Atlanta Dealer,
Marks 40th Anniversary in Strong Growth Mode
It’s been a busy year, to say the least, for Nancy Balkcom and her
team at MySupplies in Atlanta. In addition to celebrating its 40th
anniversary, Nancy’s dealership, which used to be known as Freeman Forms and Supplies, has been hot on the acquisition trail,
merging with another local independent—Riddle Office Products in
nearby Rome, Georgia—and boosting volume by about 25% as a
result.
Organic sales haven’t been too shabby either. “Last year was our
second largest office furniture year ever and this year is also looking
strong,” she reports.
MySupplies is in hiring mode, with two new sales reps joining the
team in addition to one that came with the Riddle deal.
Nancy is a high profile networker in the Atlanta business community
and, as you can learn on the mysupplies.com web site, she has a
display case full of awards and special recognition, both from local
and national organizations.
Among the latest good things to come her way is recognition by
Fayette Woman magazine as one of just five successful “Trailblazers,” with a profile that tells the story of how Nancy took over her
father’s business at the ripe old age of 29 and successfully beat
back big box competition and a major downturn following the 9/11
attacks, to keep her dealership strong and growing.
“Never overlook the opportunity that a crisis forces in your life,”
Nancy tells the magazine, “because it presents an opportunity for
change.”
And she’s gives generous credit to her father and the role he played
as a mentor in the early days of her business career.
“His words of wisdom were, ‘Nancy, you’ll never get anywhere unless you obligate yourself,’” she recalls. “Make a commitment and
follow through on it. Obligate yourself to complete your goals in life.
Be passionate and patient.”
It’s a formula that has certainly worked for Nancy over the years.
And, we suspect, she’s far from being the only independent who
has followed that rule!

Honors for Wist Office Products, Arizona Independent
Ian Wist and his team at Wist Office Products in Tempe, Arizona,
were popping champagne last month, after becoming the happy
recipients of two prestigious awards recognizing outstanding business performance and community involvement and ethics.

8.1 Million Reasons
to Be Proud of Our
Industry
When David Williamson launched his campaign in support
of the City of Hope cancer research and treatment center last
year, he made it clear very quickly that it was going to be a
different kind of fundraiser.
David put greater emphasis on encouraging special events
and tie-in product promotions and he reached out to independents in a special way, challenging each of them to contribute at least $1,000 to the campaign.
Twelve months later, the results are in and how! Thanks to
his leadership and the efforts of a team that involved virtually
all segments of our industry, fundraising for the City of Hope
has been taken to a new level in dramatic fashion.
Given the overall economy and the tough challenges we
have all been facing over the past couple of years, it would
not have been surprising, by any means, to see a drop in
contributions this year.
Instead, the total amount raised set a new record, bringing
in $8.1 million and posting a truly remarkable 12% increase
over last year.
Those numbers speak for themselves.
Making a career in the office products business is not for the
faint-hearted. It’s a fiercely competitive business that’s always hard work and frustrating more days than it should be
for many. But it’s also a privilege. It puts you in touch with
some of the finest people in the business world, folks whose
drive and competitive juices are matched only by their generosity and compassion for those in need.
Last month in Chicago, we saw that generosity of spirit at
its finest. This month, there are 8.1 million reasons to feel
very proud of the industry we call home.
But don’t spend too much time savoring it. Support for research and treatment of |cancer and other life-threatening
diseases is still desperately needed. It’s already time to
start work on next year’s campaign. To learn more about
how you can help, visit www.cityofhope.org/nopi .
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Editorial/Winner’s Circle ~ continued from page 2
For the third year, Wist was among the Arizona businesses recognized by the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation and the US Chamber
of Commerce as some of the top practitioners of workplace flexibility in the country.
“We feel that by providing a flexible work
environment for our employees we are
able to retain the very best talent and provide an environment where people are
able to focus on their jobs because they
have a healthy balance between home and
work,” Ian said.
Also last month, Wist earned honors from
Arizona Business Magazine and BestCompaniesAZ as one of Arizona’s Most
Admired Companies. That award recognizes outstanding performance in four key
areas: Workplace Culture (as voted by employees), Leadership Excellence, Corporate and Social Responsibility (community
and environment) and Customer Opinion
(as assessed by customers).

Big Healthcare Win for Sun
Office Products, Colorado
Dealer
Congratulations to Mike Fikany and his
team at Sun Office Products in Aurora, Colorado, recent winners of a major new national account contract in the healthcare
market.
Since opening for business back in 2001,
Sun has established itself as an expert
supplier to the healthcare market, with
close to 75% of its total volume coming
from healthcare companies.
The dealership has put a special emphasis
on the sub-acute health care segment, which
are health care organizations serving patients
in all areas excluding the Acute Care Medical
and Surgical Hospital segment.
Now comes word of what Mike calls a
breakthrough win in the Acute Care healthcare segment, as Sun has become the first
independent office products dealer in the
country to secure a national contract
award from Premier, Inc., the largest

Group Purchasing Organization (GPO) in
the United States.
Currently, Premier serves more than 2,400
hospitals and nearly 70,000 other healthcare sites nationwide and its new office
supplies contract is valued at some $400
million annually.
Mike knows Sun won’t get all of that business
by any means, since the dealership will be
sharing the award with the three national big
box players and competition will be fierce.
But his confidence in the Sun team’s ability to battle successfully for its own share
of the pie comes through loud and clear.
“A lot of Premier members are just plain
tired of the lack of flexibility and the ‘My
way or the highway’ approach that drive
the big boxes,” he contends. “Our model
is based on service and responsiveness to
customer needs and that will come as a
breath of fresh air for many Premier
prospects. In fact,” he reports happily,
“we’re already starting to see new business coming in quite nicely.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Winner’s Circle ~ continued from page 4
New Home for Reliant Business Products,
Houston Independent

Storey Kenworthy, Des Moines Dealer, Acquires
Matt Parrott, Another Iowa Independent
Last month saw two long-time independents join forces as Des
Moines-based Storey Kenworthy finalized an agreement to acquire Matt Parrott and Sons in Waterloo, Iowa.
Storey Kenworthy was founded in 1936 and is currently in the
hands of the fourth generation of Kenworthy family members.
Matt Parrott is one of the oldest independents in the country, having first opened for business back in 1868.
“Our environments and cultures are inherently very similar,” said
company president Dave Kenworthy. “This is a strategic step in
the continued growth of our business and allows us to expand
our reach both from a product offering as well as a geographic
footprint.”

In Houston, Steve Woodall and his team at Reliant Business Products are still unpacking after moving to a new and larger facility.
The decision to move to a larger facility was driven by Reliant’s
sales growth over the past three years, Steve explained.

From a product perspective, the deal opens up significant opportunities in the printing area, Dave indicated. “Historically, printing
has been one of Matt Parrott’s key strengths and it will now become a new core business for Storey Kenworthy,” he said. Geographically, the acquisition gives Storey Kenworthy a strong
presence in the northeast part of the state.

“We had maximized the previous facility where had been for the
past 10 years,” he explained. “Our new location is more customer
centric, offering access to a variety of product categories, including a furniture resource center as well a demonstration area for
our beverage offerings. The clients who have toured our new facility have all indicated that they are very impressed.”

“My top priority was to ensure that our staff was in good hands,”
said Matt Parrott president Dave Buck. “I’ve known of Storey KenCONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Winner’s Circle ~ continued from page 5
worthy for over 30 years, and have always had respect for them
as a competitor. They are a multi-faceted business and good
community stewards. Their core values and business operations
are a natural alignment with ours.”
No immediate changes in operations are anticipated, as the leadership of both companies works together on an integration plan.

In Findlay, Ohio, the folks at Friends Business Source did their part,
through a raffle whose proceeds went to benefit the organization.
Friends drivers, machine technicians, sales personnel, customer
service representatives, accountants and even their loyal receptionist offered raffle tickets to customers, friends and family members and raised over $300 in only two short weeks.
“Our vendors give back to the City of Hope every day and we
knew we wanted to utilize our company culture to collectively give
back, as well,” said David Faulkner, creative designer for Friends.
“Every one of us has had a family member or friend who has been
burdened with HIV/AIDS or cancer or even diabetes, and the City
of Hope works daily to remedy those medical conditions. This led
us to support them.”

Penn Office Products, PA Dealer,
Delivers the Goods for Children in Need

Vendors like Crayola, 3M, Avery Dennison, Sanford, Office Snax,
and Friends’ first call wholesaler United Stationers, donated prizes
for the raffle.
And responding to the call from this year’s Spirit of Life honoree
David Williamson of MWV-Westvaco, for every independent to
contribute at least $1,000, the company donated the remaining
$700 to meet the goal.

Penn Office Products’ Mac Neilon (second from right) with local chamber and
school district officials and some of the 200 bags of school supplies the dealership helped distribute to disadvantaged children. Also in the picture: Mac’s
daughter Alison, (third from left), who played a key role on the project.

Lonesource Converts Atlanta Delivery Fleet
Graphics as Part of Company-Wide Branding Effort

There’s usually not an issue goes by without us having a chance
to run a story about an independent doing good things in their
community and this month is no exception. In the spotlights for
October are Mac Neilon and his team Penn Office Products in
West Chester, Pennsylvania, just outside Philadelphia.
For the seventh year running, Mac and his team worked with their
local chamber of commerce to provide 200 disadvantaged children in their local school district with their own school supplies to
start the year off right.
Chamber members donated the funds to purchase the supplies
and the Penn Office Products team, with a major assist from
Mac’s daughter Alison, assembled and distributed the bags.
Good deeds have a habit of rewarding those who perform them.
After a quiet summer, last month was running very strong, Mac
reports, and he and his team are looking forward to even better
things as the fourth quarter gets underway.

Friends Business Source, Ohio Independent,
Supports City of Hope
Elsewhere in this issue, we report on last month’s Spirit of Life
Award dinner and the culmination of another enormously successful industry-wide campaign in support of the City of Hope cancer
research and treatment center.

OCTOBER 2010

Cary, North Carolina-based Lonesource is in the middle of a new branding
effort that has seen use of new graphic wraps for its fleet of delivery trucks
in Atlanta. The trucks were formerly labeled with the logo of Sunbelt Office
Products, acquired by Lonesource in 2008.
To promote brand uniformity, Lonesource is implementing a number of other branding initiatives in addition to new truck graphics.
They include the introduction of new Lonesource private-brand
products, the “Black Book” which contains more than 30,000 of
its most popular business consumables and driver uniforms
Lonesource has already converted 14 delivery trucks for its Atlanta office and will eventually brand all 18 with its signature black
and green design and arrow logo.
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SECRETS OF

SUCCESS
n El Paso Office Products
El Paso, Texas
n Sandy Grodin, Owner and President
n Supplies, Furniture, Education
n Founded: 2001
n Sales: $4 million
n Employees: 15

Selling to Federal and State Governments
and Living to Tell the Tale by Jim Rapp
“Never give up Grodin” could well be the
nickname of the owner of El Paso Office
Products, Sandy Grodin.
To say that Sandy has had to overcome a
few problems along the way to reach his
current level of success is putting it mildly.

In 2007, Sandy lost a major school contract
to one of the big box players, but again, he
didn’t give up. He believed that the new
contract was flawed and filed a request
under the Texas Public Information Act to
see what it said.

His industry career started in 1987, when
he bought Sturgis and Company, a familyowned business that sold school supplies,
health and beauty aids and a few office
products.

The school district, after only one year of a
three-year contract, dropped its big box
supplier for alleged contract violations, at
which time Sandy tried once more to win
the contract.

Annual sales when Sandy took over were
less than $1 million. In eight years, he grew
the company to $12 million and then sold
it to U.S. Office Products.

Once again, he was kept out of the bidding
and the new contract was awarded to another national player.

That turned out to be a big mistake. Sandy
worked for USOP for a while, and tried to
buy the business back when they declared
bankruptcy but was turned down.
In 2001, Sandy started all over again, creating El Paso Office Products and regaining
many of his old customers, including federal, state and local government business.
OCTOBER 2010

Again, Sandy didn’t give up. He asked to
see the new contract and as a result, regained the business. Score one for the independents!
Today, school business represents about
25% of El Paso’s annual volume. Add state
and federal business to the total and it rises
to close to 40%.

n Partners: AOPD, S.P. Richards
n Online Sales: 40%
n www.elpasoop.com
—even with all that government business—
stands at an all time high of 34.5%.
How, I wondered, is this possible? Sandy’s
explanation: “I negotiate prices with all our
suppliers and that includes wholesalers. I
spend a lot of time finding out competitors’
prices. I price customer by customer, and
SKU by SKU. All of this is a lot of work, but
is absolutely necessary for success in this
market.”
Summing up, Sandy says his long-term
success is the result of building a comprehensive business model around the customer. “Everything we try to achieve—in
sales, marketing, service or financial
goals—is driven by our customers. At the
end of the day, success is measured by
customer retention and customer loyalty.”
And isn’t this model the reason why so
many other independents are also doing
well today?

Impressively, El Paso’s gross margin today
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

2010 City of Hope Campaign Raises
Record $8.1 Million for Cancer Research

Left to right: 2010 Spirit of Life Honoree David Williamson, City of Hope’s Kathleen Kane, City of Hope Keynote Speaker Tony Markel, National Office Products
Council Chair Wayne Beacham of S.P. Richards, Dinner Chair Jay Mutschler of Staples and MWV’s Neil McLachlan celebrate another outstanding year of
support for City of Hope.
These may be tough times for just about everyone, with business
harder than ever to come by and competition tough and relentless.
But anyone who came to Chicago last month for the annual Spirit
of Life gala for City of Hope expecting to see any falling off in the
industry’s commitment to its support of cancer research and treatment soon discovered they were plain wrong and how!
This year’s honoree was MWV-Mead Westvaco’s David
Williamson and industry members supported the campaign in his
honor with remarkable generosity, raising $8.1 million—a new
record and fully 12% ahead of last year’s total— to help fund treatment and research on cancer and other life threatening diseases.

Pink product promotions tied in with the campaign generated over
$2 million alone, and David Williamson’s personal appeal this year
to independent dealers also made a special difference, according
to City of Hope senior director of development Matt Dodd.
It was very much a night to remember, as the industry celebrated
over $84 million in total contributions since the founding in 1983
of the National Office Products Industry Council, organizers of the
annual City of Hope campaigns, and pledged to bring that amount
to over $100 million by 2013, City of Hope’s centennial year.
Next year’s honoree will be Jay Mutschler, senior vice president,
contract, of Staples, Inc., and planning is already well underway
for another outstanding year.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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THANK YOU

City of Hope and the National Ofﬁce Products Council
would like to thank our 2010 Spirit of Life® honoree
David J. Williamson and the entire MWV-MeadWestvaco
family for their tremendous support of this year’s fundraising
initiative, Sharing Hope.
We would also like to thank the hundreds of companies
and countless individuals for every contribution you made.
Your generosity enables City of Hope to pursue lifesaving
treatments that impact people all over the world.
Heroes for Hope
3M
ACCO Brands
Avery Dennison
Fellowes Inc.
Hewlett-Packard
HON
MWV - MeadWestvaco
Ofﬁce Depot
OfﬁceMax
OPI
Quill
S.P. Richards Co.
Sanford Brands
Smead Manufacturing Co.
Staples Inc.
United Stationers
United Stationers Associates

David J. Williamson
Executive Vice President and
General Manager
MWV – MeadWestvaco

Champions for Hope
AOPD
Ofﬁce Partners
The Godfrey Group
T.H.E. Ofﬁce City
Diamond Circle
BIC
Clover Technologies Group
Georgia-Paciﬁc
Pilot Pen Corp. of America
Safco
Honoree’s Circle
Elmers Products
Innovative Storage Designs
Nestle Waters
Quality Park
ShurTech Brands
Supplies Network
TriMega

For more information on how to get involved,
please visit www.cityofhope.org/NOPI.

Industry News ~ continued from page 10

Florida Non-profits Seeking Close to
$1 Million in Reimbursements from Office Depot
under Settlement with State Attorney General
More details emerged last month on the non-profits seeking
reimbursement for overpayment on their office supplies purchases from Office Depot under the terms of a $5.9 million
settlement between the Florida-based big box and the
state’s attorney general.
The Naples Daily News reported non-profits serving poor,
sick or foster children and poor or sick senior citizens are
among the dozens of agencies awaiting nearly $1 million in
reimbursement from Office Depot. State records show 129
organizations submitted claims for $908,752.54 under the
settlement, the newspaper said.

Office Depot said it volunteered in 2008 to contact major
option 2 customers and have them confirm, in writing, that
they were satisfied with the price plan, the newspaper reported.
U.S. Communities officials later asked to see a list of the
customers that confirmed they were satisfied which Office
Depot sent to Los Angeles County in an e-mail.
However, several of the customers Office Depot indicated
were satisfied with option 2 later said they had no record of
being contacted and asked for refunds, either before the attorney general’s settlement or now by filing claims as part

The list exposes for the first time the extent to which nonprofits weren’t informed of “option 2,” a price plan once on
the Boca Raton office supply giant’s nationally available
contract with Los Angeles County as part of the U.S. Communities program, the newspaper reported.
Option 2 was more expensive than the contract’s “option
1” price plan for 85% of the hundreds of Florida government and non-profit agencies that were on it, the newspaper said.
“Sounds like Office Depot wasn’t disclosing to their customers the way they should have, and it was to their benefit,” Shawn Salamida told the newspaper. “It doesn’t sound
ethical to me.” Salamida is president of the Gainesville,
Florida-based Partnership for Strong Families, a non-profit
serving foster children in a 13-county region of North
Florida.

of the settlement.
Most of the customers who received refunds before the settlement, among them the Lee County School District, which
received $297,063 in January, credited former Office Depot
senior account manager David Sherwin with alerting them.
After being fired for alleged workplace misconduct in April
2008, Sherwin launched a nationwide campaign, telling
contract customers he was told to sell option 2 as a better
deal and that some account managers switched customers
without asking. His campaign led to the attorney general’s
investigation.
“What has been exposed is that Office Depot shows no
bounds as to the level of depravity they will sink to, just for
additional Wall Street profits,” Sherwin told the newspaper
after learning of the types of agencies that are seeking

Government and non-profit agencies in Florida have until
Nov. 15 to return letters attesting under penalty of perjury
they didn’t know of a cost difference with the options and
wouldn’t have otherwise wanted option 2. All claims will be
paid by mid-January 2011.
Salamida’s organization is one of dozens of Florida
churches, private schools, community centers, pet shelters
and other non-profits filing claims. Only 16 of the claimants
didn’t pay more under option 2, according to the newspaper.

claims.
The Florida attorney general is just one of a growing list of
state and local government officials who have found problems with how Office Depot performs relative to its office
supplies contracts. Similar settlements have been reached
in California, Georgia, Missouri and elsewhere and numerous
other investigations are ongoing. For more information:
www.idealercentral.com/Pages/Watch_List.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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Industry News ~ continued from page 12
TriMega Members Discover How to ‘Unleash Their Inner
Superheroes’ at National Convention

And they came to San Antonio at a time when dealers, manufacturers and just about everyone else in the industry are trying to
figure out what the dramatic industry events of the past several
months might actually mean for them.
TriMega’s own alliance with S.P. Richards and its Point Nationwide
national accounts program, the is.group-United Stationers combo
on U.S. Communities and other contracts and continuing consolidation among industry technology companies were just some of
the hot topics in San Antonio, and there were a whole lot more
questions than answers for most attendees.

TriMega president Charlie Cleary challenged independents to unleash their
“inner superhero at the group’s National Convention in San Antonio. The
event was the group’s largest ever, with close to 1,000 attendees.
If you were an independent in San Antonio last month, it was time,
according to TriMega, for you to unleash your “inner superhero.”
Hopefully, there were still enough phone booths to allow dealers
to change into their superhero costumes, as TriMega’s Aspire
2010 Annual Convention posted new records, with close to 1,000
attendees, including representatives from over 250 dealerships
and 110 supplier partners.

TriMega president Charlie Cleary spoke for many when he offered
his own perspective on recent events. “Not since the advent of
the super stores in the mid 80s have we seen the change in business models and risky growth initiatives that we have seen already
this year,” he contended.
“Today, buying groups are selling, wholesalers are selling, dealers
are becoming delivery companies and manufacturers are shaking
their heads,” he told the group. “Who knows where all these initiatives are going?”
It was the market, he stressed, that would ultimately determine
the answers. “In the end the market, most importantly the consumer, will decide which model or models are successful,” he
maintained.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

We Can Help You Reach the Summit
x

Strategic Planning and Risk/Opportunity Analysis

x
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x
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William E. Kuhn & Associates
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OP Revelation

™

BEAT THE POWER CHANNEL
“The new system has become a great asset. Because
of the e-commerce site we are able to easily attract
new customers and we have been able to increase the
volume of orders as well as the number of lines on each
order from our customers. The warehouse has improved
due to the new picking and manifest systems which has
resulted in a reduction in warehouse staff. Finally, our
cash ﬂow improved because of how easily and efﬁciently
we can invoice our customers”.
Vic Diaso - President
World Class Business Products
“Since converting to BMI OP Revelation, we never
hear the main customer objection that our website is
substandard. That objection has gone away and we
can pursue new customers with conﬁdence about our
e-commerce capabilities. BMI OP Revelation delivers
accurate and highly relevant search results with
extraordinary product presentation and content.”
Bernie Garvey - President
Garvey’s Ofﬁce Products

“On October 1st, 2008 we went live with BMI OP
Revelation e-commerce storefront and back end
software. I truly feel we had a great conversion. BMI was
very accommodating in addressing issues with the web
and making it user friendly. The difference between our
prior software vendor and BMI is that they care about
your issues and problems and want to ﬁx them. This is
really a state of the art system & every day I learn more
things that make me happy that we chose this product”.
Norma Anthony - COO
BF Molz

SOFTWARE FOR
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OP RevelationTM from BMI is a complete software solution designed to
put “Power Channel” technology into the hands of Independent ofﬁce
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procurement, wholesaler supply chains, inventory, warehousing, delivery
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Industry News ~ continued from page 14
Meanwhile, he had encouraging news for
TriMega members on its new national accounts program, with the announcement
of two new customers for Point Nationwide, a multi-branch bank in the mid-Atlantic and a professional association of
plumbers and electricians with nationwide
members. Both accounts are valued at
about $500,000 annually, Cleary reported.
In addition, Cleary said the group has
“over 20 bids on the street, a dozen more
bid opportunities before the end of this
year and the buy-in and support from actively involved members that will lead to
substantial opportunities and the achievement of our $100 million sales goal over
the next few years.”
Cleary struck a similarly positive note in his
comments on is.group’s recent win of the
U.S. Communities/Los Angeles County office supplies contract, as reported in last
month’s INDEPENDENT DEALER.

“We are also delighted that is.group with
the support of Uited Stationers has been
successful in taking the US Communities
business away from Office Depot,” Cleary
said.
“While the US Communities opportunity
was not a good fit for Point Nationwide,
we know that every victory for independents will help all independents in winning
our small share of the $7 billion market
that we are trying to regain from the remaining three,” he continued.
While acknowledging claims by some industry observers of an industry alignment
of wholesalers and buying groups—with
is.group/United on one side and
TriMega/SP Richards on the other—he
said both wholesalers are stepping up like
never before in support of independents
and stressed that TriMega will continue to
demonstrate that it is working with both
wholesalers in support of all TriMega
members.

At the meeting, TriMega members heard
updates on the group’s Strategic Sourcing
Alliance in partnership with SP Richards,
but they also were introduced to TriSupply
Member Direct, a new program with
United Stationers which Cleary said will
allow members to buy through United at
factory-direct costs, increase the number
of items inventoried, improve profit margins and improve return on working capital
by reducing dollars tied up in inventory.
Cleary also had a comment on the call by
is.group president Mike Gentile for a
merger of is.group and TriMega, “The
TriMega Board would say if anyone at
is.group is really serious about a merger,
we are open to that discussion,” he told
the group.
Also at the meeting, TriMega recognized
several dealer and supplier members for
outstanding support of the organization
over the past year. Awards presented at
the meeting included:
CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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Industry News ~ continued from page 16
DEALERS
n Top dollar growth in direct and wholesale purchases
from TriMega Suppliers: Innovative Office Solutions,
Burnsville, Minnesota

is.group Launches New Branding Effort for National
Accounts Program

n Top percentage growth in direct and wholesale purchases from TriMega Suppliers: Action Business Suppliers, Lexington, Kentucky
n Top dollar growth in direct purchases from TriMega
Suppliers: Kramer & Leonard, Chesterton, Indiana, and
Midwest Office Supply, Springfield, Illinois
n Top percentage growth in direct purchases from
TriMega Suppliers: Keeton’s Office Supply, Bradenton,
Florida
SUPPLIERS
n Top growth supplier: Eurotech
n Top emerging supplier: West Point Products
n Top marketer: Avery Dennison
Next year’s TriMega Convention, Emerge 2011, will take place
September 21-23 in San Diego.

The is.group dealer co-op announced last month the launch of a
new branding initiative for its national account business under the
Independent Stationers brand, following its recent award of a
sole-source contract for office supplies and related products
under the U.S. Communities program.
A new logo and tagline, “Amazingly Advanced. Uniquely Local,”
characterizes the advantage Independent Stationers dealers have
over their big box competitors and positions two critical points of
difference, a robust procurement solution and superior local service and community focus, the group said.
“As a group, we have an unprecedented opportunity to meet the
office product needs of public sector agencies across the nation”,
said Kevin France, vice president national accounts for is.group.
“We are very proud of the strength that our national account program offers and we have a powerful new brand to represent that

http://www.c-lineproducts.com/product_category_new_products.php

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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strength and help deliver our message. We
now look to elevate the public face of our
brand with an upgraded, progressive look
and feel, which not only delivers confidence to the U.S. Communities’ Public
Participating Agencies and other national
account opportunities, but will also assert
that Independent Stationers can viably
compete head-to-head, and win.”

South Carolina, West Virginia, Indiana, and
Michigan, along with portions of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Ohio, and North Carolina.

Personnel Moves at Office Furniture
USA; New Mfr Partners Announced

He will work with dealer partners in the
Midwest region, which includes Illinois,
Missouri, Iowa, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Wisconsin,
Kansas and portions of Kentucky.

Office Furniture USA has hired Steve May
and Mike Cohan as regional managers and
promoted Tracy Brakebill to the position of
director of dealer development.
May, a 24-year veteran of the industry,
comes to Office Furniture USA from May
First, a manufacturer’s representative company. Prior to May First, May was a field
sales consultant for MVK Group and director of sales services for DMI Furniture.
He will work with OF-USA dealer partners
in the Mid-America region, which includes

Cohan, a 13-year industry veteran, was
the corporate accounts manager for Watson Furniture Group in Chicago. He was
also a territory manager for Spaceco Business Solutions and a manufacturer’s representative for R.K. Witt and Associates.

Brakebill, who has been with Office Furniture USA for five years, was promoted to
director of dealer development in response to the company’s growth, the
company said.
Separately, Office Furniture USA announced new partnerships with Dar-Ran
Furniture and Inwood Office Invironments
as the company re-vamps its veneer offer-

ing for 2011.
“Adding Dar-Ran and Inwood to our family
of manufacturers is the right move at the
right time,” said Office Furniture USA president Brad Armacost. “Despite a soft
economy, we continue to see demand
from customers for well-designed, highquality office furniture at a good price.
Products from both manufacturers fit that
bill, and we’re pleased to grow our overall
offering with them.”

ECi Acquires Acsellerate, Earns
National and Local Technology
Leadership Honors
Dealer technology company eCommerce
Industries (ECi) last month announced its
acquisition of sales intelligence provider
Acsellerate.
“We are excited to include Acsellerate’s
powerful solutions and talented team in
the ECi portfolio of companies,” said ECi
president and CEO Ron Books. “Adding
Acsellerate to the suite of solutions availCONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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is.group has a proven, no cost, National Accounts Program.
We offer complete solutions to keep you competitive and profitable. To learn more
about all of is.group’s value-added programs and services, and the newly awarded U.S.
Communities and FFSI BPA contracts, contact an is.group Membership Development Representative.
Tom Ashburn: ashburn@isgroup.org
317-579-1117
Northern U.S. Region

Bob Nimmo: nimmo@isgroup.org
706-490-9290
Southern U.S. Region

www.isgroup.org

Industry News ~ continued from page 18
able for our customers fits perfectly within our business strategy
of providing our existing and prospective customers a ‘one‐stop
shop’ service.”
“We believe this is a great opportunity for Acsellerate and we’re
excited to become part of the ECi family,” said Steve Sabatini,
president and founder of Acsellerate.
“This transaction will enable Acsellerate to significantly enhance
our customer offerings by helping us deliver high value solutions
to the market faster and with more seamless integration,” he
added. “We’re now able to move to the next stage of growth, further penetrating a variety of vertical markets in North America and
expanding our reach globally.”
Separately, ECi announced recognition of the company by Inc.
magazine, for the third year in a row, as one of the country’s
fastest growing private companies. ECi was ranked Number 2161
on the publication’s annual Inc. 5000 list for 2010.
In addition to its Inc. 5000 honors, ECi also received several
statewide and local area awards for technology leadership recently. They include:
n Recognition as one of fourteen 2010 “Tech Titans” by the
Dallas‐Ft. Worth Metroplex Technology Business Council,
an award that highlights the fastest growing technology
companies in the DFW Metroplex.
n Recognition by the Lead411 business research firm as
one of the “Hottest Texas Companies” for 2010.
n Inclusion in the Fort Worth Business Press’s annual Top
100 list. ECi was ranked Number 33 this year, up from
Number 41 in 2009.

United Stationers Listed Among Top Technology Innovators
by InformationWeek
Wholesaler United Stationers last month announced that it made
this year’s InformationWeek 500, an annual listing of the nation’s
most innovative users of business technology. United Stationers
was ranked first among supply chain innovators and 11th overall,
ahead of companies such as General Motors, Eli Lilly, Proctor &
Gamble, Aetna and Hewlett-Packard.
“We’re honored to receive this recognition from InformationWeek,” said Dave Bent, senior vice president, eBusiness Services
and chief information officer, United Stationers.
“At United Stationers, we’ve consistently focused our technology
development and innovation on enabling our business products
reseller customers to more efficiently buy and sell a broad range
of products. Our IT systems process orders that allow us to
process over 100,000 orders every day on behalf of our 1,000
suppliers and 25,000 reseller customers.”

Supplies Network Schedules Managed
Print Services Workshop
IT consumables wholesaler Supplies Network is hosting what it
calls an MPS Survival Workshop October 20-21 in St. Louis.
OCTOBER 2010

The workshop is designed to help dealers evaluate what it takes
to transition to a profitable Managed Print Services model and
provide a reseller with tools and templates to develop a business
plan, build a solid sales compensation model, and assess current
assets and competencies, the wholesaler said.
Leading the course is Supplies Network’s SVP Doug Johnson, an
expert and early innovator in the MPS space with executive experience at Print Inc. and Hewlett Packard.
For additional information, call 800-775-5056 or email
custers@suppliesnetwork.com or click here to register.

Leadership Changes at Ghent Manufacturing
Ghent Manufacturing, Inc. earlier this month announced organizational restructuring it said was designed to accommodate its
latest acquisitions and help to bring the businesses closer to their
respective markets.
The restructuring creates two major product groups: Visual Communication Products Group and Furniture Products Group.
Janet Collins will take over as president of the Visual Communication Products Group and John Rouse becomes president, Furniture Products Group.
Collins has been with Ghent for the past four years and most recently held the position of president of the company’s VividBoard
division. Rouse has been with Ghent for sixteen years as senior
vice president.
As part of the restructuring G. Mark Leasure has been named
CEO, succeeding George Leasure who will remain as chairman.

UK Office Products Recruiting Firm Joins Forces with
International Professional Services Organization
OP Resource (OPR), a professional services provider for the international office products industry, has entered into an alliance
with Knight Street Bureau (KSB), a recruiting firm based in the UK.
OPR, which was formed three year ago by former Fellowes and
Viking/Office Depot executive Doug Ramsdale and OPI chief executive Steve Hilleard, has recently added mid-senior level executive recruitment to its portfolio of services.
“Over the past several years we have assisted numerous companies within our industry to find and hire the talent necessary to
help them drive growth,” explains Hilleard. “While this has not
been a core activity, the results we have generated for our clients
in North America and Europe have been considerable and we
therefore felt it was time to formalize and expand our offering.
“Our alliance with Knight Street Bureau, with over 20 years’ of experience in office products recruitment, is an important milestone
in our development as the leading professional services provider
for the global business products industry.”
For further information contact Steve Hilleard in London
(steve.hilleard@opresource.com) or Doug Ramsdale in
Chicago (doug.ramsdale@opresource.com).
http://gw.vtrenz.net/?WAMPKWRWLL" \t "_blank"
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Vendor update:

ADVERTORIAL

Rich functionality in scalable technology:
A solution that allows independent dealers to play in the big leagues.
MBS Dev, a certiﬁed ISV and VAR
for Microsoft® Dynamics™ AX has
a powerful ERP and eCommerce solution
for resellers of all sizes. Three speciﬁc
components, Sales Rep Connect,
Customer Connect and Paperless
Warehouse, help productivity and
efﬁciency in key areas of the supply
chain, and level the playing ﬁeld
with Big Box retailers.
When you’re an independent distributor,
making an investment in technology
that’s competitive with major retailers
has often been relegated to the “wish
list”. But today, even hard-core skeptics
are realizing that scalable end-to-end
solutions are well within their reach –
and they had better grab on if they want
to maintain market share and a healthy
margin.
MBS Dev has helped convince those
skeptics by adapting the robust
Microsoft® Dynamics™ AX platform to
the speciﬁc needs of ofﬁce product
distributors to streamline processes
across the entire supply chain – through
internal operations, warehousing and
ﬁnance, to the eCommerce site and even
out to the sales force.
“Today, business growth is intrinsically
linked to every aspect of both the
customer-facing and back-end operations.
Every department, every person has to be
on the same page and respond holistically.
Our technology provides that seamless
alignment,” says Laura Guillaume,
VP Sales and Marketing at MBS Dev.
One such product, MBS Dev’s
eCommerce solution consisting of
Customer Connect and Sales Rep
Connect, helps wholesale distributors
easily optimize and integrate both the
buying and selling experience.

RF-based system to control,
integrate and establish
accountability for inbound,
outbound, inventory and
workforce management
functionalities. With handheld devices and a wireless
interface in the warehouse,
employees can manage
receipt appointments,
select put-away locations,
issue put-away receipt
conﬁrmations and more.

distributor by empowering customers to
do such tasks as set passwords, establish
spending limits, enable new users and
more.
“The product has been really well-received
with our customers. Not only does it
meet the toughest B2B and B2C website
requirements, it also offers tremendous
ﬂexibility and ease in creating site layout,
adding multiple search capabilities,
unlimited Favorites Lists, ensuring
consistent customer-speciﬁc pricing
and more,” Guillaume says.

Paperless Warehouse
facilitates outbound
management by enabling
advanced picking based
on customer, speciﬁc order
and shipping date and then
creates an entire electronic roadmap
that sees fulﬁllment through to terminal
packing, shipment staging and loading
conﬁrmations.
When it comes to inventory and workforce
management, Paperless Warehouse is
also invaluable, according to Guilluame.
“From controlling lots and serial numbers,
managing damage control, to tracking of
all work tasks and generating employee
schedules, it does it all…in real time.”

As distributors continue embracing these
smart solutions, MBS Dev vows to keep
Designed to integrate with Customer
developing and reﬁning their offering
Connect and provide access to the same
as well as leveraging their considerable
features, Sales Rep Connect empowers
marketplace experience – to ensure
the sales force with instant access to vital
information and the ability to place orders, distributors remain competitive and
proﬁtable.
search products, review order histories
and maintain customer contracts
“With the power of Microsoft® Dynamics™ AX
wherever they can connect to the internet.
behind us, and our industry expertise,
And it’s getting rave reviews in the ﬁeld.
there’s no end in sight to the process
With the ability to pull up customer
and cost efﬁciencies we can deliver,”
information on the ﬂy, and knowing that
Guillaume concludes.
the system always delivers the correct,
up-to-the-minute pricing, dealer reps
For more information go to:
are experiencing a dramatic impact on
www.Mbsdev.com.
efﬁciency and on their bottom lines. And
the level of service they can now provide
is making their customers very happy.
SM

Customer Connect is MBS Dev’s web
platform that allows a distributor to
create an eCommerce site that is richly
functional, for a user experience totally
up to par with the mass retailers. It
also reduces admin on the part of the

Rounding out the technology trio is
MBS Dev’s warehouse management
solution, Paperless Warehouse. Paperless
Warehouse provides a fully integrated

NOPAnews
Congress Reinstates
Small Business Contracting
Parity in Small Business
Jobs Act
Included in the small business stimulus bill that
President Obama signed September 27 is a provision to reinstate federal contracting parity among
all of the small business subcategories.
The new law also includes tax cuts for small business and supports programs to stimulate increased lending to and procurement opportunities
for small businesses.
The intent of the new law is to remove the requirement in the Small Business Act that procurement
officers “shall” award limited competition contracts
to small companies operating within Historically
Underutilized Business Zones (HUBZones), so long
as at least two such firms are qualified and expected to bid.
In contrast, federal laws creating the service-disabled veteran-owned small business program and
the Small Business Administration’s 8(a) Business
Development Program use the word “may” and
give preference in awarding contracts to small
businesses in these categories.
In practice, successive administrations have given
wide latitude to contracting officers in determining
whether to set aside contracts for HUBZone small
businesses, give preference to other types of economically/socially disadvantaged businesses or require parity-based competition among all types of

small business.
Recently, however, the Government Accountability
Office (GAO) and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims
challenged the parity principal and separately determined that HUBZone firms must receive contracting preference so long as the other
requirements of the Small Business Act are met.
Since these rulings, prominent members of Congress and the Obama Administration have maintained that their long-term intent has been to
maintain parity among the various small business
preference programs, and this triggered the legislative change.
NOPA’s Government Affairs Committee is reviewing the legislation and seeking member input on
the potential impacts it could have on small business participation in future procurements for office
products.
The federal government has consistently failed to
meet its goal of awarding 3% of all contract dollars
to HUBZone small businesses, while it has reported achievement of its 5% overall procurement
goal for small disadvantaged businesses.
Implementation of the new parity requirement will
occur after the Small Business Administration consults with the Federal Acquisition Regulatory Council.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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The new law also requires the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP), part of the Office of Management and Budget, to establish a mentor-protégé program to help small businesses in
HUBZones as well as those owned by women and service-disabled veterans become more proficient as federal contractors.
This new program would be modeled, at least in part, on the current mentor-protégé rules for small businesses participating in
SBA’s 8(a) program.
In addition, the new law requires OFPP to:

n Establish a 5-year pilot grant program for
collaboration and joint ventures involving small
business contracting teams formed for the purpose of
pursuing larger procurement opportunities
n Require all small businesses to recertify their size
status each year and establish a government-wide
policy for prosecuting “other than small” companies
that fraudulently claim to be “small.”
NOPA continues to press Congress for legislation to require rulemaking to amend SBA’s small business affiliation rules to provide
standards that would effectively discourage federal purchasing
from large businesses in the office products sector through small
“pass-through” companies.

n Establish a government-wide policy for contract
“bundling,” a practice which often has served to
discourage small business participation in federal
procurements
n Develop policy guidance that would permit agencies
to set aside orders placed against multiple-award
contracts (such as indefinite delivery-indefinite quantity
contracts and task and delivery-order awards)
exclusively for small businesses

The recent changes in law, as outlined above, are complementary
to NOPA’s proposals, but insufficient to address the larger and
growing problem.
Office products dealers can contact Chris Bates at NOPA
(cbates@nopanet.org; Tel: 703/549-9040, x 100) with questions
or comments on these new legal provisions affecting federal procurement.

“My NOPA membership gives my company
a stronger voice by acting as our advocate
for the independent dealer community. As
the complexion of the industry continues to
change, it is nice to have a unified group
working on the issues that challenge us
every day. Their involvement in
government advocacy and industry data
standards are essential to every
independent dealer.”
David Sanner, President
Sanner Office Supply
Erie, Pennsylvania
NOPA Member Since 1996
I AM
For membership information,
call 800.542.6672
or visit www.nopanet.org
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By Scott Cullen

Anna Sinagra, sales manager at Office Express in Troy, Michigan, is not a person to be
trifled with, when it comes to competing for office supply contracts. She’s angry and not
going to take it anymore.
Sinagra focuses on facts. It also helps that she’s established close relationships with customers over the years, and in a couple of instances when a bid situation arises, she’s been
shown the competitive big box bid and been able to educate her customers on some of
the special things to look out for.
For example: a price quote on a 4-pack of batteries, which looked a lot more attractive to
the customer than the Office Express price. Except that the Office Express price was for a
pack of 24.
“Customers typically aren’t familiar with part numbers and my part number may not be
the same as a competitor’s,” states Sinagra.
Or the time on another bid when a competitor inserted a quote for a basic $40 desktop
laminator, while Office Express was listing a superior, commercial-quality laminator that
cost more but would get the job done better and last a whole lot longer.

They don’t compare apples to apples.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 27
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locations they have, she needs to drill
down and find out where those locations
are and if this purchasing person is responsible for purchasing for all of those locations.

In another situation, a big box promised
Sinagra’s client they were going to save
her 37% on her office supplies. Her response to the client: “I know what I’ve
been charging you, and the other independents you’ve been working with all
work along the same lines, and it’s just not
possible.”

“I’ve learned to narrow down and ask a
few more questions than I might have otherwise,” she reports.

The client then shared the proposal with
her and guess what? She uncovered multiple unit of measure issues and substitutions of name brand products with the
competitor’s private label house brand.

Peter Kemp, owner and operator of Huston’s Office Supplies in Stuart, Florida, attributes his company’s success against
the big boxes to the old tried and true—
customer service.

Unless the customer shares that competitive bid information with the dealer, the
dealer is often in the dark as to why they
lost the bid. Fortunately for Anna Sinagra,
she was able to point out those discrepancies and win back the business.

“When the big boxes first came out, they
reinvented the office supply category and
how customers were buying,” he recalls. It
took time for the independents to regroup,
refocus and get back on track. As we’ve
done that, the big boxes have unwound.
They haven’t maintained what they brought
into the market in the first place—high selection, low prices and convenience. Customers somewhat let them off the hook in
customer service because they had the selection, the price and the convenience. The
independents now have the selection, price
and convenience, and the customer service.”

Admittedly it’s not easy getting customers,
even good ones, to share bid information.
Many consider it proprietary information.
Then Office Express loses the bid and the
customer ends up boxed in by the big box
because they didn’t scrutinize the hundreds of line items in the bid closely or
mistakenly assumed this was an apples to
apples comparison.
Asked how she’s acquired the knowledge
to compete with the big boxes, Sinagra
chalks it up to experience. After 13 years
in the industry, she has seen these issues
crop up consistently over the years and
even more so recently.
Sinagra also credits her buying group,
TriMega, with educating her and other
dealers about the business practices of
the big boxes, particularly a recent series
of sessions featuring former Staples sales
manager Jeff Morrow in conjunction with
wholesaler United Stationers.
One thing she’s learned from those seminars is the critical importance of keying in
on some specific questions. For example,
if she’s asking a prospect about how many

Kemp gets the bulk of his products
through S.P. Richards and reports their
pricing enables him to compete with
medium and small companies.
“But if you really want to take on GSA or
government project or very large customer
you have to fine tune your pricing and we
do that through is.group,” he says. “Their
pricing and RDC models enable me to get
down and dirty if need be on product.”
The local angle doesn’t hurt either. Huston
staff sits on nine different boards in their
trading area and are also active in other
areas of the community such as Little
League and religious organizations.

We’re communitybased in a way that
the big boxes can’t
match.
Still, Kemp keeps emphasizing customer
service.
“When a customer calls with a question,
we pick up the phone. They don’t go
through an automated voice mail system.
Our staff is knowledgeable and responds
quickly with the correct information. We
also offer same day emergency delivery.”
And as for why Huston’s might lose out to
the big boxes? For Kemp, it’s not a question he worries about too much. “Honestly,
most of the bids we’re going up against
we’re winning,” he reports happily.
His one frustration, however, is dealing
with the perception that an independent
cannot compete on price.
“That’s the largest hurdle I have to get
past. Once I get past that, it’s pretty much
a high closing rate,” says Kemp.
Kemp has been in the industry for 10 years
and isn’t surprised that Huston’s has been
able to go toe to toe with the big boxes.
“My sales are up this year, my profits are
up, and my margins are up. That’s not bad
considering Florida has one of the highest
unemployment rates in the country and
South Florida is a construction-based
economy.”
Ever since Detroit Pencil Company in Troy,
Michigan, opened its doors for business
on 9/11, they’ve placed a premium on
service, but the buy local angle also resonates big with customers.
“Buying local, at least in Michigan has a
louder ring to it,” says John Allen, COO.
“We’re not shy about highlighting that
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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we’re local.”
Accuracy is another area where Detroit
Pencil Company stands out, boasts Allen.
“Day in and day out on their best days we
do better than them from the standpoint of
execution,” notes Allen. “That means if
somebody says we need it in the morning,
we flip the route upside down or do whatever we have to, such as sending it out
with our sales reps.”
He believes this is something that the big
boxes have a hard time doing.
“This is not to prey on their weaknesses
because they’re not weak,” states Allen,
“They’re just mediocre. They do what they
have to do and they’re fairly consistent. I
don’t know how much of their delivery is
outsourced, but we don’t do that. We use
our drivers and our customer service team
answers the phone in two rings or quicker
every time.”
The economic downturn has actually been
beneficial in that the dealership was able to

Office Snax Rainforest Certified Coffee:
• Regular - (63) 1.5 oz pkts
• DECAF - (63) 1.5 oz pkts
Chock full o' Nuts Original Coffee:
• (6) 33.9 oz cans/case
• (42) 1.75 oz pkts/case
Hills Bros Coffee:
• (42) 1.75 oz pkts/case (K)
• (6) 39 oz cans/case (K)
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move into a bigger facility last year, doubling
the size of its operations with the same
monthly expense it had in its old building.
“That has put us in a better position to be
more responsive to our customers,” says
Allen.
Allen also tips his hat to is.group for helping level the playing field in regards to pricing.
“The is.group RDC model fits us like a
glove, even though it was relatively expensive when it first came along,” he says. “It
has now turned the corner and they’ve figured out a way to do it profitably. It gives
us access to so much product and allows
us to turn our inventory fast and use our
cash in a very efficient way.”
And while there may have been a time
when the big boxes seemed invincible,
that perception has been rapidly fading.
“We think the playing field has leveled
quite a bit,” Allen says. “Office Depot and
OfficeMax have more or less run out of gas

EXACT Nutrasweet:
• Pink Sweetener - 2000 pcs/case
• Blue Sweetener - 2000 pcs/case
• Yellow Sweetener - 2000 pcs/case
Packets:
• Equal - (12) 100 pc boxes/case (K)
• Splenda - (12) 100 pc boxes/case (K)
• Sweet ‘N Low - (4) 400 pc boxes/case (K)
(K) = Kosher

and are trying to figure out who they are.
But we never predicated our success or
potential success on their weaknesses. It
goes back to execution and the fact our
customers like doing business with us.”
In Redwood City, California, The Office
City has adopted a deceptively simple
strategy for competing with the big boxes:
just being up front with customers.
“We are transparent with our costs and
prices, and educate our customers on
what to be looking out for. It works for a
long-term relationship and we’ve been
pretty successful with it,” says Bill Jones,
vice president of sales and marketing.
One of the company’s big wins last year
was a large customer whose purchases
were all over the place— electronically and
in hard copy.
“By reviewing their usage we could see their
spending was very fragmented. We standardized them on an 800-SKU catalog and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 29

Canisters:
• Sugar - (24) 20 oz can/case (K)
• Non-Dairy Creamer - (24) 12 oz can/ case (K)
Sugar:
• Packets - 1200 pcs/case (K)
• Sugar in the Raw - (2) 200 pk boxes/case (K)
• EXACT Natural Cane Sugar - 2000 pcs/case
Coffee Stir Sticks 5":
• (10) 1,000 stix boxes/case (K)
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guaranteed them a 20% savings over their
current supplier or we would write them
them a check for the difference,” reports
Jones. “At the end of the year, they ended
up with nearly 40% savings!”
The biggest obstacle The Office City faces
every day is perception, says Jones.
“In terms of corporate politics, the big
guys are often a safer bet for a purchasing
manager to make,” he laments. “We’ve
basically gotten to where if we don’t have
a relationship in an account, we will rarely
go after a bid because nine times out of
ten the incumbent ends up keeping the
business,” reveals Jones.
On a more positive note, he believes customers in general are becoming more educated on pricing games and the
intricacies of bid analysis.
“Up until the past two years it was very
touchy to even discuss it with a prospect
because they would take it as negative
selling,” says Jones.
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He believes the negative publicity Office
Depot has garnered over the past few
years, as well the increased computer literacy of buyers, who can now easily see
some of the discrepancies right there on
their computer screen, has helped.

as examples. “We come across customers
that don’t know any better and when we tell
them about the services we can provide,
they’re blown away because they’ve never
had that or it’s been so long since they’ve
had good service.”

“People didn’t notice it before unless they
compared the contract to their invoices
and their usage reports,” he says. “It’s
much more readily available to them.”

Keeney’s Office Plus in Bellevue, Washington, rarely loses to the big boxes, and opportunities seem to be more plentiful than
ever right now.

Jones isn’t surprised The Office City and
other independents are doing so well
against such formidable competition.

“It’s the upside of a down economy,” says
president Lisa Keeney-McCarthy. “People
are open to looking at new vendors because they’re not as busy, they know it’s
tough times for their companies, and it’s
important for them to be out there in every
aspect of their job, looking at what can
they do better for their company.”

“The first equalizer has been the Internet.
Our online options have been getting better and more comparable to what the big
guys have, which is a welcome change
from a few years ago, when there was a
pretty big difference between our functionality and theirs’,” he says.
Jones also contends some of the big boxes’
services cuts are finally catching up to
them, pointing to a lack of drivers and
downsized customer service departments
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Customer service issues are also opening
new doors. “The big boxes have dropped
the ball on customer service more than
ever before, and that leaves an opportunity
for us,” Keeney-McCarthy says.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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“A lot of companies have downsized and that makes superior
service more important to them, particularly if the person doing
the supplies, or the office admin, or the CFO has more responsibility. And it’s very easy to show people you can be competitive
with the big boxes on pricing; they’re not really that low a lot of
times.”
The local angle is also a big plus from Keeney-McCarthy’s perspective.
“People want to buy from a local vendor if they can,” she says.
“Especially in the economy we’re in, you want to keep small business in your neighborhood. We contribute a lot and that’s definitely another positive we can show them.”
Like other independents, Keeney-McCarthy has seen some of the
ways bids and usage reports get massaged. Wisely, though,
Keeney’s focuses on what they can do rather than hammering the
competition.
“We go out and sell our program,” says Keeney-McCarthy. “I don’t
like going in and denigrating the competition because that makes
you look small. And if they’re already using the competition as a
supplier, you don’t want the buyer to look like they made a bad
decision; you want to give them a path to make a good decision.”
Overall, she’s not surprised that Keeney’s is doing well in the face
of much better funded competition. “We’re wonderful, excellent,
and smart,” she laughs. “I wish we had their budgets because
then we would be unstoppable.”

“Our online options have been getting
better and more comparable to what
the big guys have...”
Some dealers have found that the bigger the big boxes get, the
harder they fall. That’s what happened in Pittsburgh, says Frank
Fera, Jr. of Bulldog Office Products, after Office Depot acquired Allied, one of Bulldog’s primary independent competitors.
“Allied did a real nice job in the Pittsburgh area and when Depot
acquired them, they let go of all the Allied drivers and outsourced
their customer service,” he recalls. “They had products coming
from Cincinnati to Pittsburgh but the drivers weren’t getting all the
products, they didn’t know where to go, and customers were calling and speaking with people who sometimes couldn’t find their
account in the system.”
It turns out Allied had some pretty large customers in the Pittsburgh area who didn’t take kindly to the downgrade in customer
service under the new owners.
“We picked up about $5 million worth of business just because
of that,” says Fera.
Bulldog also picked up some quality people who no longer had a

home, even though they had been doing a great job for Allied. All
these missteps also allowed Bulldog to expand their product offerings.
“It helped us in that Allied did a real nice job of marketing themselves as a single source,” says Fera. “They did a good job with
their promotional products department, their print department,
their furniture, break room, and coffee. These were things we were
into, just not to the degree we’re into them now, especially with
the promotional products.”
On the promotional products front, he offers kudos to fellow independent and DPCG member Forms & Supplies. “They helped
us tremendously in getting to a point where we could compete
with the big boxes,” states Fera.
He also credits DPCG and AOPD for their support. “We could not
have done this without being a part of those organizations,” he says.
In a world where the Big Boxes carry a lot of clout, sometimes
maintaining the status quo is the best an independent can hope
for.
“I don’t know if we’re doing any better against them, but I know
we’re not doing worse,” says Gary Ables, president of Ables-Land
in Tyler, Texas. “They’re still the biggest threat to the independent
dealer out there.”
Ables-Land counters that threat by staying real close to their accounts and relying on their outside sales people to take care of customers. “We have to do it with more than just service,” says Ables.
What Ables has been able to leverage are the marketing programs
and promotions from S.P. Richards. “They have several flyers that
we participate in that have really helped us a lot in pricing and
promotions and the Business Source products have been very
good for us,” says Ables.
Ables is first call with S.P. and has high hopes for the new Business Source brand products, which he expects to help his dealership long term in competing with his well-heeled competition.
“We’re really incorporating those into our business and it allows
us to lower our prices against the competition when we need to,”
he says.
For the most part, Ables doesn’t think his customers are too
aware of the negative publicity some of the big boxes have drawn
in recent years, and he doesn’t feel it’s in his best interests to educate them.
“We try to take the high road and not get into what might be perceived as negative selling,” he says. “They don’t have the time or
want to hear a lot about that, and they’re really not interested in it
like we are.”
Not all independents are comfortable speaking on the record, and
one dealer specifically asked that we not use his name or the name
of his company after consulting with his lawyers. We’ll call him Tom.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 33
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Add Your Voice to the

Chorus of Hope
In honor of of this year’s Spirit of Life Award Winner for the
City of Hope, David Williamson of MeadWestvaco, Paul
Ventimiglia and Martin Clemente of Shachihata are continuing
their unique fundraising efforts to buy musical instruments to
help make life easier for the patients who come to the City of
Hope for cancer treatment each year.
David’s theme of “Sharing Hope….Uniting the Body and Soul”
reflects the important role music plays in the healing process.
It enhances relaxation, encourages positive thoughts, decreases
muscle tension and stress, while increasing the body’s production of
endorphins. It also helps reduce the anxiety, depression, anger and fatigue
associated with cancer treatment.
That’s why your support of Paul and Martin’s efforts is so important.
Thanks to your generosity, the Piano Fund, as it has come to be known, has
already provided the City of Hope with a baby grand piano and two portable
pianos, but much more still is needed.
Please see the link below for the Sheri and Les Biller Patient and Family
Resource Center where the music therapy and art therapy rooms will be
housed and join Paul and Martin in supporting this noble cause.
www.cityofhope.org/patient_care/Biller-Center/Pages/default.aspx
Any dollar amount is welcomed. Please make your checks
payable to “City of Hope in care of the Art & Music Therapy Fund” and send to the address listed below:
Shachihata, Inc.
Attn: Chris Wiederkehr,
Sr. Trade Mktg Mgr
1661 W. 240th Street
Harbor City, California 90710-1310

“There is no profit in curing the body
if in the process we destroy the soul”

Cover Story ~ continued from page 31
The dealership he works for is doing bang up business against the
big boxes thanks in part to the programs and pricing from suppliers
like United Stationers and TriMega.
“I have a lot of respect for TriMega. They’ve put together some
innovative aggressive programs that have helped level the playing
field for us,” says Tom.
Like other independents, this dealership’s sales professionals educate customers about big box tactics, but these days Tom also
finds customers more knowledgeable about pricing.
“Customers are becoming more sophisticated in how they buy and
are well aware of what’s going on from reading the paper,” he says.
“We work extremely hard here not to negative sell and would rather
talk about the strengths of our company. Either we bring it up or
they bring up on their own the importance of qualified, experienced
sales representation, quality customer service, and quality delivery
services. Buying local also is becoming more important.”
Asked why his dealership may lose the occasional account or bid
to a big box competitor, he points to pricing as one factor, but
there are others as well.
“In most cases, retention or conversion allowances play a big role.
We’re seeing more of the big boxes writing checks to convert
business,” he says.
Credibility issues regarding the independent channel still come
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into play with some customers.
“The big boxes are tremendous marketers and branders, so they
get a lot of benefit from name recognition and some customers feel
more comfortable going with a national company,” he notes. “Or it
may be a situation where a company is looking for a global solution
or something in a NAFTA region that we can’t credibly support at
this time.”
Meanwhile, he sees competition heating up once again.

“It seems they’ve woken up a little and when
we go head to head they seem to have their
game a little more in order.”
Tom admits he’s surprised that independent dealers continue to
hold their own against such formidable competition.
“I was with another company for ten years and for most of that
time, I was thoroughly convinced that the day of the independent
dealer was gone,” he says. “I’m delighted and surprised to see a
resurgence of the independent dealers. With the support of the
wholesalers and the dealer groups, we are every bit as sophisticated as the big box guys when it comes to product selection,
assortment, and distribution systems. And with the e-commerce
tools we now have, we can compete every day on a level playing
field as well.”
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Who Are Your Best People?
By Bill Kuhn
In my last column on succession, I raised
the question: Who has—or may have—the
skills and abilities to get your business
where you want it to be? Business is too
tough and complex today to run your dealership without anything but the best talent.
For those of you who have read my
columns over the years, you may remember references to a colleague, Robin Stuart-Kotze, international consultant and
author of several books on performance
and talent. I personally like Robin’s definition of talent, namely: “The ability and capability to do something well.” This
definition incorporates two important components: ability (current performance) and
capability (potential performance).

Talent is Everywhere
Many dealer principals tell me they have a
shortage of talent and are unable to find or
recruit it. When I probe more deeply into
their assertions, I find they often have builtin biases in dealing with the millennials—
they view them as lazy or feeling too
entitled—or they reject their long-term
staff, seeing them as too inflexible or unwilling to change.
On the other hand, Generations X and Y
(the millennials) and even baby boomers
frequently lament that their managers don’t
know much about them or the talents they
possess.
There isn’t a scarcity of talent—there’s a
shortage of people who understand and
are able to identify talent.
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Talent isn’t rare; it just tends to be in places
where we tend not to look. It is widespread, yet often unrecognized. You have
to know how to look for it, and then know
how to manage it.
I was fortunate to know Pat Patterson, the
founder and first president and chairman
of United Airlines. Long before the book In
Search of Excellence popularized “management by walking around,” Patterson
was constantly seeking out the suggestions of his staff.
He talked constantly—and listened—to get
their ideas. He once told me, “I’m not very
bright but I have learned how to identify
talent among my people.” He attributed
most of United’s creative breakthroughs,
both in operations and in sales and marketing, to the talent and potential he was
able to identify.
In seeking out talent, author Gary Hamel
feels the same: Identifying talent is about
listening; it’s about listening to new
voices—yes, even your millennials, to newcomers and old timers, and it’s about creating an internal culture that encourages
new ideas and supports the development
of talent.

Getting a Better Handle
on Talent
Consider the following comments from
client principals who appear to understand
and are able to identify talent, and ask
yourself if some of these testimonials sug-

gest actions that you should be taking.
“I’ve learned that you must build mutual trust and honest, two-way communication before you can get a good
look at your key people and identify
true talent.”
“Identifying talent is not easy. I found I
was too focused on personality or
some single accomplishment at a
given point in time. The real measure
of individual talent is how well my key
people perform over a period of time.”
“I was struggling in trying to identify
who, including family and non-family
members, had the talent and ability to
take over my business. That issue became clarified when I gave additional
responsibilities and challenging goals
to each of my key people.”
“I am a close observer of how my staff
accepts responsibility and handles authority. In my mind, talent exists only
when it is associated with effective
performance and appropriate behavior, when someone knows how to effectively use power and authority
when given responsibility and displays
passion and commitment. I focus on
my best people.”
This last comment led me to thinking again
about Robin Stuart Kotze and his contention that a better way to approach the
talent question is to focus on “best peoCONTINUED ON PAGE 35
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Who are your best people? ~ continued from page 34
ple,” which is much more straightforward
and easier to understand (thus, the title of
this column).
Too often we associate talent with genius,
such as artists, writers, musicians, or composers, or with skill, such as sports figures.
In the business context, the focus on talent should be on behavior and the current
and potential performance of your best
people.

Linking Your Best People
to Corporate Strategy
There’s one critical question that is, unfortunately, not always adequately addressed:: What performance do you want
and do you require from your best people?
This question can only be adequately answered if you truly know your company’s
expectations, goals, targets, and objectives, and understand how your best people fit into that corporate strategy.
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There is often a basic lack of clarity about
the “what’s” in the preceding paragraph.
The ability to do what? The future capability to achieve what? The potential to become what?
And then, the all-important second question–When? These questions must be your
starting point.

Questions to Ask Yourself
n Have I identified my best people?
n Have I identified what makes these
people stand out?
n Do I know how they do what they
do?
n Have I specified the behaviors that
are important to each role?
n Do my people know what to do to be
most effective in their current roles?
n Do I give people an opportunity to
talk about how to best use their talent?
n Do I know who my most valuable
people could be?
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n Am I encouraging people to develop
to their potential?
And finally, in terms of self-assessment,
honestly ask yourself this two-part question: Am I strong or weak in identifying my
best people, and, in either case, am I committed to improving my company’s ability
to identify current and potential talent?
How you answer those questions will determine far more than any other factor the
skills and capabilities of the people who
end up running your business.
Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn &
Associates, is a noted industry consultant,
writer and speaker with over 35 years of
industry experience. He consults with
dealer principals and their management
teams in areas of strategic planning,
leadership and organizational
development, marketing, financial
management, valuation and merger/
acquisition. For more information, contact
Bill by phone 303-322-8233, fax 303-3319032, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.
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Sell Like You Mean It!
If You Don’t Want to End with Price, Why Start There?
By Troy Harrison
One of the most common questions that I get goes something
like this: “Troy, all this stuff you
talk about is great, but in my industry, everybody just buys on
price. What do you do about
that?”
I like to ask them to recite their
tele-prospecting approach, i.e.,
What are they saying to get appointments?
Invariably, they say something
along the lines of, “We provide
(such and such a product) at a (good/competitive/low/cheap) price.” It’s
not surprising that they end up with price, since that’s where they start. In
any endeavor, how you start will be a big determinant in how you end.
Here’s the truth: Most price negotiation is initiated, and in many cases
prolonged, not by the customer but by the salesperson.
Salespeople begin the price negotiation process by saying lots of antiprofit phrases, even when they don’t recognize it. The “at a competitive
price” stuff is only the tip of an iceberg that has nonsense phrases such
as, “I want the last shot at the price” near the bottom.
Keep in mind: When you cut price, you ONLY cut profit; you seldom reduce the cost of the item delivered.
Why do we do this? Well, there are a number of reasons and none are
particularly good ones.
FEAR. Fear is the all-time biggest motivator for bad selling tactics. Salespeople are scared of losing deals, of losing customers, of being rejected,
of any sort of failure indicator. This fear causes salespeople to go to the
lowest common denominator to sell–and make no mistake, price is the
lowest common denominator.
LAZINESS. Hallmark Cards used to have the slogan, “When you care
enough to send the very best.” In selling, when you DON’T care enough
to do your best job of selling, you dive to the bottom with price-selling
tactics. When you sell on price, you don’t have to do the hard (and beneficial) work of really discovering customer needs, of matching the right
product with the needs and then selling on the value generated. You simply do a comparison of product and then a comparison of price. It’s easy
and cheap in more ways than one.
IGNORANCE. A lot of salespeople price-sell not because they’re bad
salespeople, but because they don’t know any better. If you don’t know
or understand how value is generated, how needs are discovered and
how product solves needs, you will price-sell because that’s all you have.
This may offend some readers, but the office products industry is very
bad about price-selling. How many tele-prospecting or face to face sales
calls begin with, “I’d like to bid on your next order,” or some such nonsense?
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Make no mistake–when you beg for the opportunity to bid, you are asserting three things. First, you are saying that your products are no different
than your competitors’. Second, you are saying that your company, people, and service are no better than your competitors’, and may in fact be
a bit worse. Finally, you are saying that you are DEFINITELY not a better
salesperson than your competitor’s salesperson.
If you’re comfortable with all three of these assertions, price-selling (or
job-hunting) is probably the way to go. If not, maybe it’s time for a new
approach.
The bottom line here is the bottom line. Your company must make a
profit; you can’t lose money on each sale and make it up on volume.
Want a quick roadmap to getting out of the price trap? Here it is:
1. Ask your best/happiest customers why they buy from you and how
they “win” with their purchase.
2. Convert those answers into written testimonials.
3. Convert the testimonials into case studies.
4. From the studies, define at least three non-price ways that your
company helps its customers.
5. Use what you discover to develop tele-prospecting talking points
that really work.
6. Look for the common needs your best customers share, and sell to
those needs.
7. NEVER USE THE WORD “BID!”
It’s really not tough, but it does require a mindset change. Even if you
sell a “commodity,” remember another one of my rules: Everything is a
commodity–until somebody screws up!
Even with pure commodities, there are people who do the job a little better and a little worse. “Better” can and should be monetized. Anything
can be commoditized through pure price-selling tactics and anything can
be rescued from commodity status through value-selling tactics. It’s entirely up to you.
THE BEST STRATEGY TO HOLD PRICE: Present a reasonable,
profitable price in a strong, confident fashion (too many salespeople
present price as a question, not a statement). Don’t encourage
negotiation.
THE WORST STRATEGY TO HOLD PRICE: Present a too-high,
unrealistic price using the old, “You can always negotiate down”
strategy. When you do this, you DEMAND that your customer cut
your price. At some point, you have to rebuild your price discipline
and your credibility to hold price. Why start with a price that kills
your credibility?
Salespeople cost themselves millions, if not billions, of commission dollars every year through bad selling tactics. Don’t be one of them. It’s not
that much more work to hold profit, but do it wisely. Where you start can
determine where you end.

Troy Harrison is a sales consultant, trainer, and the author of “Sell
Like You Mean It!” Learn more and subscribe to his weekly E-Zine,
the HotSheet, at www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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Social CRM: The Next
Level of CRM
By Neil Saviano

Traditional CRM is going through changes that can almost be classified
as a renaissance. The process of gathering, processing and using customer and prospect information is being augmented by the power of social CRM.
What is social CRM and how can office products dealers use it? Explanations abound but here’s one that helps to clarify it: Social CRM is the
use of social networking to connect and collaborate with customers and
prospects in order to help them overcome business challenges.
Through social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Linked In,
YouTube and blog posts, office products dealers can do the following:
n Create compelling attractive content that connects them to
customers and prospects and helps them be found on line.
n Start and share in conversations with customers and prospects
that identify business challenges and offer content that induces
action.
Conversations need not only be between dealers and customers. Social media sites offer the opportunity to share in conversations between
customers and their customers, gathering valuable information to help
dealers make positive changes. All of this new interaction helps bring
relationships to an entirely new level, and can result in a competitive
advantage.
Here are some relevant insights from Boston-based social media and
public relations consultant, Rachel Poor:
“Basically, I see social media as a powerful tool for companies to gain
important insight into the needs and wants of their customers. When
activated correctly, social media becomes a ‘push and pull’ channel,
meaning you can 'push' information about your company, services,
products, etc. and you can 'pull' information from your customers and
competitors. At some point, we've all wanted to be a fly on the wall with
our customers. Social media allows us to do just that and there is valuable insight to be gained.”
Rachel says it’s important to for companies to make the distinction between personal and business social media. Facebook is a prime example, as one normally associates this media with the chronicles of
personal daily activities. More from Rachel can be found at
www.rachelpoor.com.
Business Facebook sites are one example of social media in business that
is exploding. In essence, these are interactive web sites offering a platform
to talk about products and services while inviting interaction from customers and prospects. A good example of a business Facebook site that
mirrors a web site can be seen at www.facebook.com/dell.
Activity by dealers on social media sites not only forms connections to
customers and prospects and drives them to their sites. It also helps positioning with search engines to help drive even more web site traffic.
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Among social media sites, YouTube is emerging as one of the biggest
search engines. Links from social media sites to YouTube videos or
even more viral videos on a dealer’s web site help to draw attention, according to Christina Skillman, president of Boston area based Skillman
Video Group:
“Using video is becoming more and more common to help express
ideas about your company and how you are different from others.”
Christina says. “All social media sites are video-friendly and it helps to
draw attention and increase the number of followers.”
Skillman Video Group has adopted a new approach they call Social
Video Marketing. This is another way for companies to help drive traffic
to their sites through social media and strategic linking, and turn casual
web visitors into viable prospects. Dealers can find out more about this
integration of video and social media at:
www.skillmanvideogroup.com/wordpress/services/social-video-marketing.
It’s important, however, to point out that traditional CRM isn’t going
away. CRM will always be necessary to drive sales and marketing programs through its strengths in the following areas:
n Managing activities to assure that sales and marketing tasks are
being carried out
n Building a database of information about customers and
prospects for internal use to help drive sales and marketing
programs
n Making it easier to access customer and prospect information
n Managing and tracking leads
n Automating sales and marketing processes and campaigns
n Increasing then accuracy of sales forecasts
The synergy between traditional CRM and social CRM offers dealers an
exciting new level of interaction with customers and prospects, a synergy that will certainly result in deeper customer penetration and increased new customer development.
CRM software programs are now including the capability to link to social media sites and blogs from customer and prospect contact records.
The combination of information gathered from traditional methods, and
the information gathered from social media sites will help turn action to
dollars for those dealers who are proactive and looking for new ways to
exploit emerging technologies.

An industry veteran with more than 30 years experience, Neil Saviano is
president of the Longbow Consulting Group/SalesRabbit, an office products
industry specific CRM and Sales Force Automation consulting organization.
www.salesrabbit.com. He can be reached by phone at 800-782-1534 or by
e-mail at neil@crminternational.com.
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Competitors
Can Collaborate
to Cure Cancer
By Tom Buxton
If you have a “bucket list” of things you want
to participate in before you die, may I suggest an addition? Last week I joined over
700 others from our industry—competitors
and colleagues—at a dinner to celebrate a
noble cause and an extraordinary man.
I can hear you saying, “Adding a dinner to
my bucket list, you have got to be kidding
me?”
On the contrary, I promise you that attending the annual City of Hope dinner will
change your perspective about the industry that we love and even about those folks
we compete against each day.
Moreover, whatever investment you make
to get there will be overwhelmed by the
sense of accomplishment and pride you
will receive from being part of a cause
greater than any of us.
Our industry is united in its desire to see
cancer eradicated and we have contributed over $84 million towards that
cause to the City of Hope. In return, the
City of Hope has created new drugs to
slow and sometimes stop the growth of
cancer and has shared these vaccines with
hospitals worldwide. It is also a hospital
where patients are healed of this dread disease everyday. The City of Hope has
proven itself worthy of our industry’s commitment.
This year’s banquet celebrated the life and
efforts of David Williamson of MWV/Mead
Westvaco. David is beloved by all who
know him and independent dealers joined
the cause in unprecedented numbers to
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help him set a new record for funds raised
and do so in spectacular fashion.
Many of us did not believe that the $7.2
million raised in 2009 by Jack Troung and
the 3M company could be surpassed this
year, particularly given the current economic climate. But independent dealers,
manufacturers, rep groups, buying groups,
wholesalers, technology and service
providers and the big boxes all combined
to “Can Cancer” by giving a total of $8.1
million—more than 12% ahead of last year!
This effort makes an amazing statement
about our industry. It says that we can
reach out even when times are tough to
help those who need assistance. Raising
funds for the City of Hope also indicates
that there are causes that are important
enough to bring competitors together to
fight on the same team.

over the next 12 months speaking, meeting
and encouraging folks from within and outside of our industry to help save lives.
Independent dealers did a fantastic job this
past year, organizing golf outings, car
washes, raffles—even a fishing tournament—to raise funds for David’s campaign. Just about all the folks who did so
are already hard at work planning next
year’s events to support Jay’s efforts and
that’s entirely as it should be. We need all
of you who gave so generously in the past
year to renew your efforts as well.
Many are worried about how the independent office products community will respond to a fundraising effort led by a
member of our competition. Let’s prove the
doubters wrong by supporting The City of
Hope and growing the independent’s market share all at the same time.

The theme of this month’s INDEPENDENT
DEALER is about competing against the
big boxes and it is a vital topic for us to
consider in order to gain market share for
the independent channel in 2011. However, let’s not forget about our commitment
to save lives through our support for the
work of the City of Hope.

In his book “Outlive Your Life,” well-known
Christian writer Max Lucado argues for the
importance of knowing, at the end of our
lives, that we truly made a difference in the
world. As part of the office products community, a portion of our legacy can be
helping to cure cancer. I can’t think of a
better cause to be part of

This year’s honoree will be Jay Mutschler
from Staples. At one time I worked for Jay
and I have competed against him for many
years. He is our competitor, but he has also
dedicated himself to a task that not many
of us would make time to accomplish. Just
like David Williamson this past year, Jay
will be spending most of his waking hours

Tom Buxton is founder and CEO of InterBizGroup, a consulting firm that
works with independent office products dealers to help increase sales
and profitability, For more information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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To Hire or
Not to Hire
By Krista Moore

As we enter the fourth quarter of 2010,
it's time to begin strengthening your
sales organization for next year.
Do your current sales reps just need
some training and development, or do
you need to bring in fresh talent from the
outside?

We recommend asking a few simple questions:
n Is my current sales team capable of helping us reach our
sales objectives in 2011?
n If I were to start a new company tomorrow, which sales
reps would I rehire?
n Do I know how to find, train, and retain high-quality salespeople?
A few things to consider…
Assess your current sales force:
It may be more productive and affordable to develop and retain
current employees than to hire and train new ones. Perhaps you
need to put the time, energy and resources into an internal training
program, defining sales processes, and developing the job aids
needed to help your current reps be more successful.
Maybe your current sales force needs motivation and inspiration
that could be achieved through a change in sales leadership,
compensation or expectations.
Consider that when you decide to replace current employees
with new hires you lose many years of valuable sales and company knowledge that can only be gained through experience.
You may have determined that some sales reps have not made
the necessary changes to their approach and selling style through
the years, or they have become complacent and lack motivation.
But before you make any difficult and irreversible decisions, look
at what your company could do to redeploy or better align your
existing team’s talents and experiences.
While assessing your current sales force, you will be able to better understand the ideal profile of a successful office products
sales rep. Once you are comfortable with this ideal profile and deOCTOBER 2010

sired competencies, it will provide the roadmap for developing
your current sales reps, as well as help create interview questions
to uncover these competencies to evaluate new candidates if you
desire to make a new hire.
Have a defined selection process for new hires:
Create a well defined on-boarding training program, with clearly
defined, realistic first-year sales rep expectations supported by
written goals and objectives. Be personally committed to the resources and time required to make sales reps successful, regardless of their past experience. Each new hire needs to understand
what is expected of them and be given the tools and guidance to
succeed.
Do not make your hiring decision solely on the candidates’ level
of experience. Often we look at the résumé for past experiences
and try and understand how that can be applied to the open position. If they have experience in the industry, they tend to benefit
from a “halo effect” and we get enamored with the possibilities
and a sense that they will not need additional training and development.
Consider experience, but also sales DNA. Experience is an easy
one to understand, but in order to determine whether a candidate
has inherent sales ability and skills, you need to be more scientific.
Sales assessments are the only way we know to determine someone's “sales DNA.” There are many different kinds of assessments; take care not to conduct personality tests. Personality can
be turned on and off.
Cultural fit should be the third and perhaps the most relevant
consideration. Small, independent businesses tend to have their
own unique culture. It is extremely important that your new hire
can thrive in this enviCONTINUED ON PAGE 40
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To Hire or Not to Hire ~ continued from page 39
ronment. Not considering cultural fit is a mistake that some independents make when hiring sales reps from larger, more structured corporations. Such reps might have been successful in a
process-driven, sales-only focused role, with a strong sales support structure and environment. They might not work so well in
yours.
Regardless if you choose to invest in your current staff or hire new
talent, seek advice and help when making these decisions. There
are many qualified recruiters, coaches and industry consultants
who understand what independents need in this area. They have
proven programs, tools and resources to help you. Ask your buying groups, wholesalers, or manufacturers for recommendations.
These resources care as much if not more than anyone about your
continued success.
At K.Coaching, we help many dealers with their selection, training
and retention process with our interview and training guide and
first-year sales rep on-boarding programs.
Recently we have been working with The Chally Group,
www.chally.com, a leading provider of validated assessments
worldwide, to create accurate and predictable assessments for
office products independents.
Independents can use the Chally Group for auditing their current
sales staff and for new hire assessments. The Chally Talent Audit
can also be used with non-sales employees, such as managers and
customer service, to determine their predictable success factors.
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The Chally New Hire Assessment includes hiring recommendation
by scoring the individual against competencies, motivators and
working styles. You also receive coaching tips and a behavioralbased interview guide with structured questions.
During October, K.Coaching will be conducting a webinar with
special guest Scott Hudson, vice president of sales and marketing
for Chally Group.
This will be a complimentary webinar to introduce these tools to
office products independents who are interested in learning more
about auditing their current sales talent, and better ways to assess
potential new sales candidates.
The webinar is scheduled for October 12th, from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
ET. Seats are limited so click here to register now.
With 2011 right around the corner, now is the time for strategizing
and planning for continuing growth in the upcoming year.
Begin today to do whatever is necessary to find, train and retain
the best sales force. Regardless if it is with your existing sales
force or with new hires, you will need the absolute best to get you
to where you want to go!
Krista Moore is president of K Coaching, LLC, an executive coaching and
consulting practice that has helped literally hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full potential through enhancing their sales strategies, sales training and leadership development. For more information,
visit the K Coaching web site at www.kcoaching.com.
https://kcoaching.webex.com/kcoaching/k2/j.php?ED=120283497&UID=1056604682&RT=MiMxMQ%3D%3D&FM=1" \t "_blank"K.Coaching/Chally Group Complimentary Assessment Webinar
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THE LAST WORD

The Road Less
Traveled,
or Is It?

Chip Jones
President & CEO
Minton Jones Company and
Chairman, National Office
Products Alliance (NOPA)

Like many independents, I’m sure, I’ve
been pondering of late over the events of
this past year and the fast track that our
industry has embarked upon, particularly
as it relates to the most recent events
within our realm of choices.
As I tried to make sense of it all, I couldn’t
help being reminded of poet Robert Frost
and one of his most famous quotes:
“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.”
I have to believe that Mr. Frost must have
had some Independent Dealer DNA running in his veins, or possibly even a little
of the prophet Nostradamus!
I need to beg your indulgence with this as
I move forward, for on top of those
thoughts of Robert Frost, I also wish to
squeeze in my most recent visit to the
Alamo in connection with TriMega’s national convention in San Antonio last
month.
What, you may be asking, do a historic
battleground in Texas and one of our
greatest poets have to do with each other
and the office products business? That’s

a very reasonable question but if you’ll
bear with me for a while, I think I can offer
an equally reasonable answer!
Who but the independent dealer can better
identify with those brave souls at the
Alamo who stood together, shoulder to
shoulder and side by side against the
seemingly infinite and overwhelming waves
of soldiers led by General Santa Ana?
What might the last thoughts of those
brave individuals have been? Surely at
least one of them must have wondered,
“Could I have chosen a different path,
possibly one less traveled?”
Ladies and gentlemen of the independent
dealer community, we have ALL been
standing together, shoulder to shoulder
and side by side against the enemy and
enduring what has often seemed like
wave after wave of attacks from relentless
big box forces.
For the young whippersnappers among
us, I will digress briefly to demonstrate my
credentials as an industry veteran and
offer a brief but illuminating history lesson. And you battle-hardened dealers
who remember all this had better stay
awake here, because it is about you, too!
CONTINUED ON PAGE 42
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The Road Less Traveled... ~ continued from page 41
In 1985, there were approximately
15,000+ office supply dealers throughout
the United States. Were we complacent?
Maybe, but with margins in the high 40s
and 50% range, who wouldn’t get a little
fat and happy on that diet?
We had four major wholesalers, a slew of
regional wholesalers and all you had to
do to generate a steady stream of new
business was run a few listings in the
Yellow Pages.
Sound like a dreamland? In many ways it
was, but it all changed and changed rapidly after a little known company named
Office Depot opened its first store, bringing in a whole new kind of competitor
and at the same time, spurring a frenzy
of rollups and consolidations.

walls. Welcome, please, the new Independent Dealer and his (or her) new
Paths and Choices!
For the first time, we are on a different
footing. We have broken free from our
shackles and brought the battle out onto
the open field where it belongs.
And to that battlefield, we have brought
powerful new weapons and alliances
that have made us better equipped to
fight than ever before.

All of a sudden, those 15,000 plus independents found themselves thrust into
an Alamo of their own, with no unity, no
alliances, no super-weapons and no past
history of heavy battle experience to
draw on.

Just stop and think about all this for a
minute: Today, the two largest dealer
buying groups have ratcheted up our
ability to profit significantly by aligning
with our two major wholesale powers.
Combine that with the marketing tools
produced by those alliances and the new
and improved resources available from
our technology providers, and if you
can’t find the proper means to grow your
dealership from that toolbox, you are either simply not trying or you are sitting in
the backseat for some other reason.

Our new enemies cut a vicious path of
destruction through the heart of our independent world. Over 10,000 independent dealers bit the proverbial dust
and a veritable “Dark Ages” ensued.

And we not only have new tools and alliances to compete more effectively for
regular business. There are now exciting
new opportunities opening up in the national account arena.

Fast forward to today, however, and it’s
time to say adios to the Alamo and hello
to the Independent Renaissance.

With the exception of AOPD, the original
national account group that has always
loudly proclaimed regional and national
business opportunities, we have all been
doing nothing more than whistling in the
dark about national accounts for far too
long.

After hanging on for far too long in total
survival mode, we finally found the beginnings of unity. We came together in
newly formed groups and soon realized
that if we were going to survive and fight
the big box onslaught, we needed to find
a path out of our Alamo.
Uniting, aligning, sharing and planning
over an almost 20-year period has finally
given us the opportunity we needed to
escape those crumbling, war-weathered
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AOPD was cultivating that field with its
own alliances even before the buying
group/wholesale alliances of today. Now,
with TriMega’s PointNationwide program
and is.group’s new program, national account market share is the talk of the
town and the new battle cry for the independent dealer.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Finally, it’s time for some righteous payback! Is your battle plan up to date? If
not, pull your staff together and start
planning.
If current events seem mesmerizing to
you, my advice is to take the time to
carefully study your choices. If you are
still in doubt, talk to other dealers. They
can be the best sounding boards.
Look at your own dealership and determine what best fits your model. Then
take the tools and alliances that I mentioned earlier and get your dealership
into the battle.
Of course, there is one additional path
you might take, but it’s one that would
lead in a completely different direction
and come with a far more certain conclusion. That choice, of course, is simply to
do nothing.
Make that choice, and you are guaranteed to see your dealership join the
10,000 whose tombstones litter a previous path.
At the end of the day, we are all still independent dealers regardless of our
chosen path. And after all, being able to
choose a path is what makes us independent anyway.
And as long as I am introducing Robert
Frost and Davey Crockett to our industry,
I might as well throw in a little Bob Dylan,
who doubtless was thinking about office
products when he wrote, “The Times
They Are a-Changin.’”
So what are we all waiting for? It’s time
to review options, figure out what will
work best for our own model and the
market we serve and then get out there
and hit the battlefield. And may the best
Independent win!.
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